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Introduction 
- SA8016 Frequency Synthesizer 
- Prior SEE Test Results 
- GLAST Mission 
Measures of Performance 
Data Analysis 
* Discussion and Summary 
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lvttroduction 
SA8016 Contains All Major Components of a 
Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) Except the VCO and 
Loop Filter (Capacitor) 
Built in Phillips QUBiC II BiCMOS Process 
Chosen by GLAST Program for Frequency 
Generation in both Tx and Rx 
Preliminary Testing Indicated Possible Problem 
GSFC Foflowup Testing Aimed at Duplicating 
Test (Hardware, Methods) and establishing 
adequate statistical knowledge of any problems. 
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The Phase-Locked Loop 
Chargepump (not shown)-- 
Phase Comparator--Gives output Drives lowpass filter 
proportional to Error (frequency 
and phase) each cycle of Fcomp LowPass Filter-Averages many 
cycles of error ~nformat~on 
YCG-Frequency is 
proportional to ~nput voliage 
Feedback path self-correct 
unttl frequenc~es compared Typtcally, the VCO output 
ere equal and further, untrl signal is what is desired 
their phases are alrgned (Here, Fout = Fref = Fcomp) 
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The Phase-Locked Loop 
Addition of two frequency dividers 
allows Fcomp to be relat~vely small 
FoutlN = Fcornp = FreflR 
or 
Foui = NiR * Fref 
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The Phase-Locked Loop 
UGLY DETAIL: 
-Division by some (most) numbers gives uneven (edge 
placement) output 
Compar~son of two uneven signals w~l l  give uneven 
indication of phaselfrequency 
resulting in spurious components 
~n phase error s~gnai 
resultrrlg unwanted noise it? the output 
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The Phase-Locked Loop 
The SAROIF, aitows for reduction of these spurs by (a 
cumbersome) process called Fmettonai-N Covpensatron" 
The SA8016 contams most PtL components, iaeklng only the 
VCO and s~rnple RC lowpass frlter components 
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2.56Hz how Voltage Functional-N Synthesizer 
The Phtii~ps Datasheet Bfock Dtagrarn shows the PLL funct~ons and the ser~ai programming fnterface 
We suspect the RF input8 and (part of?) the drvsders are bipoiar, the rest sshould be CMOS 
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Flexible kapton heater, -2" x 2 
square, folded to sit behindf below 
the DUT board 
Flexible kapton heater, -2" x r" 
square, folded to sit behindf below 
the DUT board 
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Discussion and Summary 
This device experiences these SEE: 
- Many transient phase excursions expected to obliterate short 
(< 1 ms) data; 
- Some temporary frequency offsets and major phase 
excursions expected to obliterate longer (< 10 sec) data; 
- SEFl which will obliterate data until reconfiguration 
reestablishes the correct frequency; 
- No destructive types of events; 
- SEFl which require power cyclelreconfig. In applications 
which cannot powercycle this is effectively a destructive 
The judgement as to whether to use or not use this device 
will depend on the ability to powercycle or tolerate a 
destructive condition rate calculated far that part. 
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